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4.510" Connecting Rod Instructions
For use with:
Honda GX390
420cc/440cc Clone Engines
VRX460 Engines
(The rods extended length will usually require a piston with a shorter compression
height. In many cases, the dish can be cut off the top of the stock piston .07-.100".)

FOR ADVANCED ENGINE BUILDERS ONLY!

Revised 1/3/2017

Our connecting rods are pre-clearanced for aftermarket cams and will fit
most GX390 & 420cc/440cc/460cc Clone engines without additional
clearancing. In the event you need additional clearance, NEVER remove
material from the connecting rod, only remove the minimum material
needed from the camshaft lobe.

The rod cap and beam are machined as one piece and become a
matched set. If either is damaged, the entire rod needs to be replaced.

The number one cause of rod failure is improper rod bolt torque. Many
people choose to use "hobby" grade torque wrenches which aren't
accurate enough to depend on. We recommend using a freshly
calibrated "commercial grade" digital torque wrench. Our rods are
machined, torqued and installed using a Snap-On ATECH2FR100B.

We recommend the use of a medium weight oil such as a 10W-30 Semi
Synthetic Blend.

Tools Required:








1/4" or 3/8" Calibrated Torque Wrench
.0001" Micrometer (1" - 2")
Red Plasti-gauge (.002"-.006")
10mm Socket
30wt Oil
Piston Ring Compressor
Clean Microfiber cloth

1. Calibrate your micrometer!

2. Measure your crankshaft journal in 4 places (every 90 degrees) using your calibrated
micrometer. We use a Mitutoyo 293-345-30. All measurements should read 1.4160" +/- .0005". If
your crankshaft is out of spec at any one measurement or the surface finish is not perfectly
smooth, you'll need to source another crankshaft.

3. Measure your wrist pin with your calibrated micrometer. It should read .7874" +/- .0002". If it
is not within spec, you'll need to locate another wrist pin.

4. Remove the rod bolts and the cap from the beam. Clean and inspect the connecting rod. There
can not be any dirt or other contaminants on the precision bores or in-between the rod & beam
serrations.

5. Note the alignment dots between the rod and the cap, these must always line up when the rod is
installed(shown above).

6. Install the bearing halves into the cap and beam. Make sure the bearings are centered and
pushed all the way into the precision bores. There are tangs on the end of the bearings so they can
only go in one way. If installed properly, the oiling hole in the rod will line up with the hole in the
bearing.

7. You will need to find the oil clearance between the bearing and the crankshaft journal using
Plasti-gauge. This is best done with the connecting rod mounted in a vise (use a clean towel to
protect the rod), but can also be done with the crankshaft still in the engine. Place a 1/4" piece of
Plasti-gauge onto the center of the cap. Install the beam onto the crank journal and hold the cap
tightly to the beam. Coat the rod bolts in 30wt oil and insert them into the cap, thread them by
hand to eliminate binding.

8. Torque the rod bolts to 10 ft-lbs , 12 ft-lbs and then 15 ft-lbs alternating between them until
they are both torqued to 15 ft lbs. (Ensure the rod does NOT rotate on the crank or your reading
will be off)
9. Back out both rod bolts and remove the cap. Refer to the Plasti-gauge width chart to determine
your oil clearance. Ideally you should be right at .003", however, the acceptable range is between
.002" & .004". If your reading is outside of this range, please call us at 702-530-7753.

10. Clean the Plasti-gauge off of the cap and crank journal using brake cleaner and a clean
microfiber cloth, take care not to scuff the polished bearing surfaces.
11. Liberally coat the wrist pin and wrist pin bore with 30wt oil and install the piston onto the
connecting rod with the wrist pin, do not forget to install the wrist pin locks. Most GX390 &
Clone engines have a small arrow on the top of the piston, that arrow needs to face downward.
Ensure that the oiling hole on the rod that lubricates the crank journal is also facing downward.
12. Liberally coat the crankshaft journal and rod bearings with 30wt oil and insert the rod beam
into the bore and onto the crankshaft journal, being extra careful not to marr the serrations on the
rod. Tap the piston into the bore using a piston ring compressor tool.
13. Install the cap onto the beam and carefully hand tighten the oiled rod bolts.
14. Torque the rod bolts to 10 ft-lbs, 12, ft-lbs, and 15 ft-lbs alternating between the 2 bolts until
both are torqued to 15 ft-lbs.
15. Bolt the side cover on to your engine and rotate the engine by hand to make sure nothing is
binding. If you feel something hitting or binding internally, you will need to locate the point of
impact and clearance the part that the rod is hitting before starting the engine.
If all is well, you can completely re-assemble the engine and start it. We recommend a 15
minute break in period at 2000 rpm.

